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What improvements will reduce energy loss the most?
We have catalogued your home's actual energy performance (the building load) through a method known as Air Conditioning

Contractors of America (ACCA) Manual J. This process allows us to precisely understand how each component of your home

affects your heating load, and identifies which areas are most appropriate to improve. This chart shows the improvement potential

for each component of your home.

TOTAL HEATING LOAD (BTU/h)

CURRENT: 69,625
POST-IMPROVEMENT: 50,272

POTENTIAL
REDUCTION

28%

Current and Post-Improvement Loads
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Your Concerns Root Causes Recommended Solutions

High energy bills. Uninsulated floors and walls, old
mechancial equipment, single pane
windows.

Insulation, window upgrades, and
HVAC improvements. Heat
Recovery Ventilator (HRV).

House is too cold in winter and too
warm in summer.

Inadequate insulation, single pane
windows, and a tired mechanical
system.

Window upgrades, airsealing &
insulation, and HVAC upgrades.

Children have asthma and allergies. Ducts running through crawlspace.
Mold in your bathroom. No exhaust
fan in kitchen

Crawlspace upgrade, install
ventilation in bathrooms and kithen.

Summary of Your Concerns
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How much are you spending on gas and electricity per year?
This chart shows how much you're spending annually on utility bills and the amount that's being spent on gas vs. electricity. Your

utility costs are an important factor when deciding which efficiency measures make the most sense for your home.

Gas & Electric Costs
Total kWh* Consumed 8,145
Average Cost Per kWh $0.11

Total Electric Cost $872

Total Therms Consumed 2,129
Average Cost Per Therm** $0.54

Total Gas Cost $1,140

*kilowatt/hour. Used to quantify the amount of electrical energy
delivered by electric utilities to consumers

**a unit of heat energy equal to 100,000 BTUs. Therms are used to
quantify the amount of natural gas or liquid propane delivered by
utilities to consumers.

Cost of Gas & Electricity per month
from April 2009 to March 2010
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Where is energy being lost in your home?
We have calculated your homes performance through industry standard measures. This process allows us to precisely

understand how each component of your building affects your heating load, and identify which areas are most appropriate to

improve based on your comfort, health, and performance goals. We adjust our recommendations based on the size of the

opportunity and the cost of implementation, to get you the best cost per benefit ratio.

Energy Loss in Your Home
Energy loss, in BTUh* by building component, on the
coldest night of the year

Walls 90,091
Air Leakage 44,968
Windows 23,938
Attic 5,841
Floors 3,689
Skylights 1,171

Total 169,698

*British Thermal Unit, a unit of energy. BTUh is used to quantify the
heat loss or heat gain through the building envelope, as well as the
power needed for domestic hot water

Energy loss by building component, on the

coldest night of the year in your area

Walls 53%

Air Leakage 26%

Windows 14%

Energy Loss (Winter)
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How is heat coming in to your home?
This chart shows the sources and relative sizes of heat gain during the hot summer months. Note the differences between this

page and the previous, both absolute and relative, to see how heat comes and goes through different parts of your home.

Energy Loss in Your Home
Energy loss, in BTUh* by building component, on the
hottest day of the year

Windows 25,261
Walls 14,953
Appliance Load 4,200
Air Leakage 3,771
Attic 2,808
Occupant Load 2,150
Skylights 862
Floors 374

Total 54,379

*British Thermal Unit, a unit of energy. BTUh is used to quantify the
heat loss or heat gain through the building envelope, as well as the
power needed for domestic hot water

Energy loss by building component, on the

hottest day of the year in your area

Windows 46%

Walls 27%

Heat Gain (Summer)
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How drafty is your home?
Reducing air leakage is often the single most effective step you can take towards a more efficient, healthy and comfortable home.

Minimizing air leakage can reduce heating and cooling bills, and improve indoor air quality and comfort. During your energy audit

we used a blower door to determine the percentage of air your home exchanges with the outdoors per hour.

Your home is quite leaky. Every hour, all of the air in your home is replaced nearly 1.5 times with air from the outside, causing

both comfort issues and high energy bills. Among the leakiest spots in your home are the walls in both the basement and the third

story bedroom.

*Cubic Feet per Minute. Used to quantify the air flow through duct
work, air infiltration, or ventilation.

**Air Changes per Hour. The number of times the home’s air is
replaced from outside in an hour.

***American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning
Engineers.

Air Changes Per Hour

Envelope leakage at CFM50* 6,463
Natural ACH** (Air Change Per Hour) 1.43
ASHRAE*** Recommended Level 0.35

Equivalent to a 18 x 18 in2 hole in your home

Energy lost by air leakage, on the coldest night

of the year in your area

Air Leakage 26%

Air Leakage (Winter)
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As you can see, there is considerable air leakage around the framing and electrical penetrations. Air leaks like this cost you

money and make your home feel drafty and uncomfortable.

Image of Air Leakage
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How well are your walls insulated?
Walls typically account for a large percentage of total heat loss due to the amount of wall surface area to the outdoors. In your

case, the heat loss is quite large because the double brick wall, common in your home's era, does not contain any insulation.

Adding insulation would mean adding a lot of new interior drywall or covering the outside of your beautiful historic brick walls. The

3rd floor bedroom will be much easier to add insulation, and, with proper air sealing, will make that room much more comfortable.

Insulation Type & R-Value

Insulation type Fiberglass, batts R-11
Good installation quality

System R-Value R-2

Recommended R-Value: R-13 or greater

Energy lost by walls, on the coldest night of the

year in your area

Walls 53%

Wall Insulation (Winter)
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How well are your walls insulated?
The heat gained through your walls during the summer is small; the brick's mass actually provides some buffer from heat gain in

the home by its ability to absorb the sun's heat. However, if the night temperature remains high (typical for July and August), that

heat will transfer into your home in the evening instead of releasing back to the outside.

Insulation Type & R-Value

Insulation type Fiberglass, batts R-11
Good installation quality

System R-Value R-2

Recommended R-Value: R-13 or greater

Energy lost by walls, on the hottest day of the

year in your area

Walls 27%

Wall Insulation (Summer)
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How efficient are your windows?
Windows are an important component of a well performing building envelope. The windows in your home are not protecting you

from Colorado's harsh summer sun as well as newer windows could. It's important, however, to consider the energy savings

potential of window replacement as well as the historic value, aesthetics, security, views, and privacy that they provide. All must

be taken into account when thinking about windows.

Your home has a lot of west facing windows in both the office and family room, causing high energy bills and comfort issues

during the summer. Using insulated blinds helps mitigate the suns intensity during the day. A potential downside to this approach

is reduced daylight and the loss of view to the outside, important considerations when deciding whether or not to replace your

existing windows.

Window Information

Qty Panes Window Frame Type

28 Double,
Clear
Glass

Window, fixed
sash

Wood (including
Metal Clad) or
Vinyl

19 Single,
Clear
Glass

Operable
Window or
sliding glass
door

Wood (including
Metal Clad) or
Vinyl

Energy lost by windows, on the hottest day of

the year in your area

Windows 46%

Windows (Summer)
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How efficient are your windows?
Windows are a critical component of a comfortable, efficient home. The two major points to understand about windows is how

insulative they are, and how much of the sun's radiant heat they allow to enter a home. When looking at replacement windows for

your home, there are a number of factors that take into consideration. EcoSmart Homes offers expert, objective advice when

deciding what windows are best for you and your family.

While the windows in your home are not very efficient, they account for a relatively low percentage of energy loss in your home in

comparison to air leakage and lack of wall insulation. Nonetheless, it is important to recognize that windows have a major impact

on occupants comfort, a metric that is subjective and difficult to quantify in terms of savings and value.

Window Information

Qty Panes Window Frame Type

28 Double,
Clear
Glass

Window, fixed
sash

Wood (including
Metal Clad) or
Vinyl

19 Single,
Clear
Glass

Operable
Window or
sliding glass
door

Wood (including
Metal Clad) or
Vinyl

Energy lost by windows, on the coldest night of

the year in your area

Windows 14%

Windows (Winter)
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How well is your attic insulated?
After air sealing, attic insulation is typically one of the best "bang for your buck" steps you can take towards a more efficient and

comfortable home. Well installed attic insulation acts as a barrier to summer and winter heat loss to and from your attic. It's like a

nice thick, winter hat for your home that saves you money all year round.

Lack of attic insulation is the root cause of summer comfort issues in your daughter's bedroom. While attic insulation represents a

faily small percentage of heat loss in your home, your attic insulation is well below recommended levels in Colorado.

Insulation Type & R-Value

Insulation type 11% has Fiberglass, batts R-16
Good installation quality

Insulation type 23% has Fiberglass, batts R-22
Good installation quality

Insulation type 18% has Fiberglass, batts R-11
Fair installation quality
Fiberglass, loose fill R-17
Fair installation quality

Insulation type 49% has Fiberglass, batts R-11
Fair installation quality

System R-Value R-13

Recommended R-Value: R-30 or greater

Energy lost by attic, on the coldest night of the

year in your area

Attic 3%

Attic Insulation (Winter)
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How well is your attic insulated?
A common misconception about insulation is that it is only important during the cold winter months. To the contrary, insulation is

important during both winter and summer months. This will keep hot air from your attic from radiating into your home.

Insulation Type & R-Value

Insulation type 11% has Fiberglass, batts R-16
Good installation quality

Insulation type 23% has Fiberglass, batts R-22
Good installation quality

Insulation type 18% has Fiberglass, batts R-11
Fair installation quality
Fiberglass, loose fill R-17
Fair installation quality

Insulation type 49% has Fiberglass, batts R-11
Fair installation quality

System R-Value R-13

Recommended R-Value: R-30 or greater

Energy lost by attic, on the hottest day of the

year in your area

Attic 5%

Attic Insulation (Summer)
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How well is your floor insulated?
An air tight and properly insulated floor will reduce the amount of crawlspace air infiltration and heat lost through your floors at the

same time. This will result in a healthier more comfortable indoor environment.

None of the floors in your home are insulated. The floor of your basement is a concrete slab that sits directly on the ground - there

is no insulation between it and the earth. This is a heat drain during the winter, but it helps maintain a cool temperature during the

summer. While the basement slab is difficult to insulate due to space constraints, insulating the family room floor will significantly

improve the comfort of your family.

Insulation Type & R-Value

Insulation type no insulation

System R-Value R-1

Recommended R-Value: R-19 or greater

Energy lost by floors, on the coldest night of

the year in your area

Floors 2%

Floor Insulation
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About Carbon Monoxide
Pressure imbalances in your home can potentially be a source of combustion safety problems. Enough negative pressure, which

can be generated by exhaust fans, leaking ducts, or even simply stack effect, can be enough to pull combustion gases such as

carbon monoxide into your home, and in extreme cases even pull flames out of combustion chambers. The following test

measures pressures in your home to determine if there is a risk.

Measurements of pressures greater than -3 pascals can be enough to counteract natural draft combustion exhaust flues, and pull

combustion chemicals back into the home. Levels over -6 pascals can be a fire hazard. When evaluating actual risk, it is important

to consider the location of combustion devices. If a water heater or furnace is truly outside the envelope (located in a garage, etc.)

there is less risk than if they are located in spaces connected to the home's interior (closets, utility rooms, etc.).

I am moderately concerned about the combustion safety of both your hot water heater and furnace. During our tests, we were able

to achieve negative pressures strong enough to potentially backdraft both units. While there is no immediate health or safety risk,

isolating these appliances from the living space during your basement remodel is highly recommended. In the future, when you

replace your water heater and furnace, I suggest upgrading to sealed combustion devices, as they are safer and more energy

efficient. Carbon monoxide detectors are strongly recommended on each floor of your home.

Combustion Safety Measurements

Base Case -1

Exhaust Fans -6

Worst Case -7

Air Handlers -6

Combustion Safety Analysis
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How efficient are your furnace and air conditioner?
The HVAC summary compares the amount of heat your furnace can create to the amount needed by your home, and the amount

of cooling your air conditioner can create to the amount needed. A properly sized furnace will reduce run-time cycling, and

increase comfort and efficiency.

Furnace
Brand Heil
Model NUGG1F0DK03
Age 1921 years
Input 150,000 BTU
Output 120,000 BTU
Draft Type Natural
Draft Test Pass
Flue Condition good

DESIGN EFFICIENCY 80%

CURRENT OUTPUT 120,000 BTU
ACTUAL LOAD 108,975 BTU
IMPROVED LOAD 86,937 BTU

Your system is 10% oversized for your home's
requirements

HVAC system
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Not bad, could be better
Your furnace and hot water heater are moderately efficient. Both units use atmospheric pressure to ventilate flue gasses. When

replacing these units, I highly recommend purchasing sealed combustion, high efficiency units as they operate safer and more

efficiently, saving you money and providing peace of mind.

Mechanical Equipment
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How much do you pay to light your home?
Lighting can be a major energy drain. While incandescent bulbs continue to be the most common lighting source in homes today,

they are the least efficient and shortest-lasting option. 90% of the energy used to light an incandescent bulb is released as heat

instead of light. Compact Fluorescent (CFL) bulbs provide very comparable light quality as compared with traditional

incandescents, but only use 25% of the energy.

Estimated annual cost of lighting
your home

$329
Estimated percentage of your
electric bill

Lighting 38%

Lighting cost per room
Location Annual Cost

Family Room $78
Formal Room $52
Bathroom, Master $39
Den $31
Third Story Bedroom $30
Kitchen $29
Front Hall $12
Bedroom, Master $12
Basement Landing $9
Basement Bath $9
basement bed $8
Small Hall $5
Basement study $4

Estimated Lighting Cost
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How much do your appliances cost?
We've estimated the annual cost of operating your applications based on typical use. Your appliances are in good operating

condition. In the future, when looking to replace your appliances, look for the Energy Star label.

Annual cost of electricity used
by appliances

$267
Estimated percentage of your
electric bill

Appliances 31%

Yearly cost of operating your
appliances
Brand Age kWh/yr Annual Cost
Sub Zero 9 572 $61

Kitchen Aid 9 629 $67

Kenmore 5 389 $42

Kenmore 5 909 $97

Total $267

Appliance Efficiency
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Which appliances should you consider replacing?
Over the life span of most appliances, the cost to operate them is far more than the initial purchase price.

Therefore, purchasing an energy-efficient appliance is almost always the wisest choice, even if it costs more

to purchase than an inefficient one. You can determine the most energy-efficient model by looking at

"EnergyGuide" labels.

Dishwasher
Age 9 years
Annual Cost of Operation $67

kWh/Year 629
kWh/Year for
most efficient model 481

Annual Savings Potential $16

Current Dimensions
n/a

Note: The savings potentials are estimates based on appliance
efficiency information developed by the D.O.E. and calculated using
the baseline price you pay for electricity.

Refrigerator (TM)
Age 9 years
Annual Cost of Operation $61

kWh/Year 572
kWh/Year for
most efficient model 426

Annual Savings Potential $16

Current Dimensions
n/a

Appliance Recommendations
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Which appliances should you consider replacing?
Over the life span of most appliances, the cost to operate them is far more than the initial purchase price.

Therefore, purchasing an energy-efficient appliance is almost always the wisest choice, even if it costs more

to purchase than an inefficient one. You can determine the most energy-efficient model by looking at

"EnergyGuide" labels.

Clothes washer (TL-ES)
Age 5 years
Annual Cost of Operation $42

kWh/Year 389
kWh/Year for
most efficient model 389

Annual Savings Potential $0

Current Dimensions
n/a

Note: The savings potentials are estimates based on appliance
efficiency information developed by the D.O.E. and calculated using
the baseline price you pay for electricity.

Clothes dryer
Age 5 years
Annual Cost of Operation $97

kWh/Year 909
kWh/Year for
most efficient model 909

Annual Savings Potential $0

Current Dimensions
n/a

Appliance Recommendations
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Unknown cold pathway next to bed Insulation only works when installed properly

Master bed It looks normal from here, but look at the IR image.

Photos of Your Home
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Where is the insulation? Not Here!

No Insulation in Kneewall Bathroom Wall Insulation Voids

Third Story Bedroom
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Family Room Roof
As you can see, there are major air leaks and insulation defficencies in your family room roof, causing both comfort issues and

high energy bills. Air sealing and adding insulation are effective ways to address these problems.

Cold in winter, hot in summer Looks like everything is working from here

Family Room Photos
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Radon, Carbon Monoxide & Automobile Exhaust
- According to the EPA, most homes in Colorado are at risk for radon exposure. Radon exposure is the second-leading cause of

lung cancer in the U.S. Testing (or retesting) is important after you perform any air sealing modifications to your home. Test kits

can be purchased at many local hardware stores; these are simple to use and include the cost of postage and lab analysis.

- The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission recommends that at least one carbon monoxide detector be installed in the

home, preferably one on each level where people sleep. Test detector(s) monthly and replace batteries annually. Because of the

seriousness of this risk, many CO detectors are now being integrated with smoke detectors. It may be a good time to replace that

aging smoke detector with a combined unit!

- An attached garage is very convenient, but it can also be quite dangerous if it is not sealed correctly. Exhaust from running cars,

lawn mowers, motorcycles, etc. can seep through cracks and get into the living area of your home. This is especially concerning

when children's bedrooms are over the garage, as their immune systems are not as robust as an adult's.

We share this information to help you be safe in your home!

Home Health & Safety
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What now?
Thanks for getting an audit by EcoSmart Homes. Our mission does not end with providing this detailed report of how energy is

used in your home, but begins with it. We would like to discuss this report with you within the next week. In this meeting we will

present our GreenUp report, providing solutions and cost estimates to improve your home's performance. It includes financing,

incentives and rebates to help you get the most from your home. We will inform you of all available incentives from federal, state,

and local governments, equipment manufacturers, and utilities.

When we have created an appropriate solution for you and helped arrange the financing to make it work, we will schedule our

FutureFit crews to come improve your home's comfort, health, and performance!

Conclusion
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